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Abstract. This paper reports a technique based on spectrally differential measurement for determining the full
Mueller matrix of a biological sample through an optical fiber. In this technique, two close wavelengths were used
simultaneously, one for characterizing the fiber and the other for characterizing the assembly of fiber and sample.
The characteristics of the fiber measured at one wavelength were used to decouple its contribution from the
measurement on the assembly of fiber and sample and then to extract sample Mueller matrix at the second
wavelength. The proof of concept was experimentally validated by measuring polarimetric parameters of various
calibrated optical components through the optical fiber. Then, polarimetric images of histological cuts of human
colon tissues were measured, and retardance, diattenuation, and orientation of the main axes of fibrillar regions
were displayed. Finally, these images were successfully compared with images obtained by a free spaceMueller
microscope. As the reported method does not use any moving component, it offers attractive integration pos-
sibilities with an endoscopic probe. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
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1 Introduction
Among the techniques that can be used to characterize biological
tissues, optical polarimetry has already been shown to be very
attractive for analyzing their structure at the submicronic scale.1,2

Thanks to this feature, it has been proved to be an efficient tool for
the diagnosis of different pathologies.3–8 Mueller polarimetry is
the most complete polarimetric technique, which is capable of
measuring all the polarimetric characteristics of any sample,
i.e., its retardance, diattenuation, and depolarization.9

To perform in vivo in situ characterizations of inner tissues,
optical probes must be coupled to an endoscopic device.
Integration of Mueller polarimetry into existing endoscopic
examinations that are intensity-based has the potential to substan-
tially improve contrasts between healthy and pathological
regions. However, standard polarimetric instrumentation is not
compatible with the required endoscopic equipment, because
light is guided from the source to the sample to be observed
through an optical fiber. This incompatibility is due to the fact
that optical fibers are components whose birefringence varies
in an unpredictable way with time all along the path, inducing
uncontrollable variations of the output polarization states. Even
the use of polarization maintaining fibers cannot solve this prob-
lem since such fibers preserve only two orthogonal linear polari-
zation states.10 Thus, making polarimetric characterization of a
sample through an optical fiber is particularly difficult. Despite

this, a few techniques to perform polarimetry through an endo-
scopic device have been reported up to now. One of them is
achieved through a rigid endoscope;11 others provide only part
of the polarimetric parameters of interest.12–15 Recently, a Mueller
polarimeter operating through a flexible optical fiber was
reported.16 It combines a channeled spectrum polarimeter and an
interferometer for high-speed measurement. However, it suffers
from several inconveniences, in particular the complexity of
the measuring process, the need for a long and intricate calibra-
tion procedure, and a noticeable lack of accuracy due to a spectral
depolarization generated by the optical fiber.

Concerning our own research, we recently reported a much
simpler technique that is able to measure a full Mueller matrix of
a sample through an optical fiber with high precision.17 Our
method is based on a temporal differential polarimetric charac-
terization of (1) the fiber alone and (2) the assembly of the fiber
and the sample. For this purpose, a microswitchable mirror
(MSM) set at the distal end of the fiber alternately reflects
light into the fiber (MSM on) or lets it pass toward the sample
(MSM off). By using a suitable mathematical treatment, the
fiber contribution was decoupled from the measurements per-
formed with the fiber plus sample assembly, thus making pos-
sible the determination of the Mueller matrix of the sample. The
main drawback of this technique is the use of a moving com-
ponent at the distal end of the fiber (MSM), which makes it
hardly compatible with actual miniaturized scanning probes.
Another drawback is its reduced speed, as two successive mea-
surements are required for a single point characterization. In this
communication, we report a new method based on a spectrally
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differential approach, which is able to overcome the two draw-
backs of our precedent method. The spectrally differential
approach implies the simultaneous use of two close wave-
lengths. The first wavelength is used to characterize the fiber,
while the second one is used to perform the measurements of the
assembly consisting of the fiber plus the sample. The new
approach does not make use of any moving optical component.
Thus, it offers better integration possibilities with an endoscopic
probe together with a reduction of the measurement time.

In this paper, the experimental setup designed to realize spec-
trally differential measurements is described first. Then, the
method used to extract the Mueller matrix from these measure-
ments is presented. It is validated by means of experimental
results on different calibrated samples. Finally, polarimetric
images of biological samples achieved with the proposed tech-
nique are compared to those obtained with the previous temporal
differential method. They are also compared with the results
obtained with a free space Mueller microscope with proven
accuracy, considered as a reference.

2 Experimental Setup and Measurement
Principle

The experimental setup used for spectrally differential measure-
ments is shown in Fig. 1. Using a dichroic filter, two beams
from two monochromatic laser sources (Oxxius LBX633,
λ1 ¼ 633 nm, 100 mW and Oxxius LBX638, λ2 ¼ 638 nm,
100 mW) were coupled into a 2 m long single-mode optical
fiber (Corning RGB-400, λc ¼ 400 nm) at the proximal side,
after passing through a polarization states generator (PSG)
and a polarization insensitive beam splitter (PIBS, Thorlabs
BS010). Another dichroic filter was set in the optical path
after the fiber output (distal side) to reflect back λ1 and pass
λ2. The light reflected by either the filter (λ1) or the sample
(λ2) was back-coupled into the fiber and directed toward two
photodiodes (Hamamatsu S8745-01) by using a third dichroic
filter, after being analyzed by a polarization states analyzer
(PSA). Dichroic filters are either Semrock LP02-633RE or
Semrock LPD01-633RU, depending on their orientation versus
the incident beams. The PSG is the same as that used in Ref. 17.
It consists of a linear polarizer, followed by two tunable ferro-
electric liquid crystal cells with a quarter waveplate in between.
The PSA is built with the same optical components in the
reverse order with respect to the beam propagation direction.
More details on these PSG and PSA can be found in Ref. 18.

The endoscopic Mueller polarimeter was first calibrated
without the fiber and lenses by means of the eigenvalue

calibration method (ECM).19,20 This calibration was achieved
at each wavelength λ1 and λ2, a mirror replacing the sample
in order to reflect λ2. The ECM intrinsically takes into account
all polarimetric effects induced by the optical components of the
instrument not being part of neither the PSG or the PSA, such as
possible retardance and/or diattenuation of the PIBS and of the
dichroic filters. Once the calibration is completed, the ECM
imposes that both the Mueller matrix of the distal dichroic filter
at λ1 and the Mueller matrix of the distal mirror at λ2 are identity
matrices. Finally, two Mueller matrices, M1 (at λ1), which char-
acterizes the fiber only, and M2 (at λ2), which characterizes the
assembly of fiber plus sample, were measured simultaneously.
For each Mueller matrix determination, 16 discrete measure-
ments are achieved, each based on six averaged acquisitions.
The simultaneous measurement of both matrices took 32 ms.

In our previous paper, we have shown that the Mueller matrix
of the fiber in single pass can be written as follows:17

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;565MFF ¼ RðθbÞDðδÞRð−θaÞ; (1)

where θa, θb, and δ are the orientation angles of one eigenaxis of
the fiber at the input, at the output, and its linear retardance,
respectively. This means that a linear polarization state launched
at the input of the fiber with an orientation θa in a reference
frame (so-called lab frame) will exit at the output with a pre-
served linear polarization state, but oriented in the direction
defined by θb in the lab frame. The rotation matrix RðθÞ and
Mueller matrix of a linear retarder DðδÞ are expressed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;446RðθÞ ¼

0
BB@

1 0 0 0

0 cos 2θ − sin 2θ 0

0 sin 2θ cos 2θ 0

0 0 0 1

1
CCA; (2)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;372DðδÞ ¼

0
BB@

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 cos δ sin δ
0 0 − sin δ cos δ

1
CCA: (3)

The Mueller matrix M of the fiber in double pass is given
by17

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;326;287M ¼ RðθaÞDð2δÞRð−θaÞ: (4)

The general expression of matrix M is

Fig. 1 Setup of the endoscopic Mueller polarimeter based on spectrally differential measurements.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;740M ¼

0
BB@

1 0 0 0

0 cos22θa þ sin22θa cos 2δ cos 2θa sin 2θað1 − cos 2δÞ − sin 2θa sin 2δ
0 cos 2θa sin 2θað1 − cos 2δÞ sin22θa þ cos22θa cos 2δ cos 2θa sin 2δ
0 sin 2θa sin 2δ − cos 2θa sin 2δ cos 2δ

1
CCA: (5)

Thus, orientation θa and linear retardance δ can be extracted
from Eq. (5) as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;644θa ¼ 0.5 tan−1ðm24∕m43Þ and δ ¼ 0.5 cos−1ðm44Þ; (6)

where mij is the coefficient of M on the i’th row and j’th
column.

In our experiment, the Mueller matrixM1 of the fiber in dou-
ble pass, measured at λ1, is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;63;568M1 ¼ Rðθa1ÞDð2δ1ÞRð−θa1Þ: (7)

For its part, the Mueller matrixM2 of the assembly fiber plus
sample measured at λ2 is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;515M2 ¼ Rðθa2ÞDðδ2ÞRð−θb2ÞMS2Rðθb2ÞDðδ2ÞRð−θa2Þ; (8)

where MS2 is the Mueller matrix of the sample in the lab frame.
In Eqs. (7) and (8), subscripts 1 and 2, respectively, refer to

parameters measured at λ1 and λ2.
Matrix ME2 ¼ Rð−θb2ÞMS2Rðθb2Þ is the Mueller matrix of

the sample in a frame defined by the unknown orientation of the
fiber eigenaxes at the distal side. However, this does not affect
values of the polarimetric parameters of the sample. Thus, they
can be extracted from ME2 except for an absolute orientation of
the sample eigenaxes (i.e., their orientation in the lab frame).
Matrix ME2 can be deduced from Eq. (8) by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;63;374ME2 ¼ D−1ðδ2ÞR−1ðθa2ÞM2R−1ð−θa2ÞD−1ðδ2Þ: (9)

Let us note that R−1ðXÞ ¼ Rð−XÞ and D−1ðXÞ ¼ Dð−XÞ,
since R and D matrices are orthogonal.

To compute the Mueller matrix ME2, one should know θa2
and δ2, which are the polarimetric characteristics of the fiber at
λ2. Therefore, one has to relate these characteristics to θa1 and
δ1, which can be determined through the measurement of matrix
M1 [see Eq. (7)]. For this purpose, experiments were carried out

on the fiber without sample, in different conditions. First, the
fiber was severely curved with varied bend radii, as shown in
Fig. 2. In this situation, we measured MFB1 and MFB2, the
Mueller matrices of this fiber in double pass, at λ1 ¼ 633 nm

and λ2 ¼ 638 nm, respectively.

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;326;623

MFB1 ¼

0
BB@

1.000 −0.004 0.003 −0.001
−0.001 0.609 0.540 0.579

0.000 0.545 0.253 −0.807
−0.002 −0.578 0.799 −0.141

1
CCA

MFB2 ¼

0
BB@

1.000 0.009 0.002 −0.004
0.001 0.598 0.555 0.568

0.002 0.558 0.199 −0.803
−0.006 −0.565 0.801 −0.192

1
CCA: (10)

Taking into account the uncertainty of the measurements,
matrices MFB1 and MFB2 have the same form as Eq. (5). The val-
ues of the angles θa1 and θa2 and of the linear retardances 2δ1
and 2δ2 extracted from matrices MFB1 and MFB2 by means of
Eq. (6) are reported in Table 1.

As can be seen, θa1 and θa2 remain very close to each other
(Δθ ¼ jθa1 − θa2j ¼ 0.4 deg), whereas a difference of only
3 deg is measured between 2δ1 and 2δ2. This discrepancy is
the largest we found due to such drastic conditioning of the
fiber, and it was typically limited to <1 deg with less severe
conditioning. Then, the fiber was vibrated over its whole length,
both ends being kept fixed, at a frequency of 3 Hz. The ampli-
tude of the vibrations locally reached ∼10 cm. In Fig. 3, we plot
differences in linear retardances Δδ ¼ j2δ1 − 2δ2j and in orien-
tation anglesΔθ in the fiber vibrated at 3 Hz, measured over 30 s
(∼1000 successive measurements). Mean differences are of 0.3
and 0.2 deg for Δδ and Δθ, respectively, with maximum values
of 0.6 and 0.3 deg. These very small differences measured when
perturbing the fiber are due to the small gap between λ1 and λ2.
In these conditions, we can consider that δ2 ≈ δ1 and θa2 ≈ θa1.

Therefore, Eq. (8) can be written as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;326;250M2 ¼ Rðθa1ÞDðδ1ÞRð−θb2ÞMS2Rðθb2ÞDðδ1ÞRð−θa1Þ:
(11)

Finally, matrix ME2 can be extracted from Eq. (11) as
follows:

Fig. 2 Endoscopic fiber with varied bend radii (harsh conditioning).

Table 1 Linear retardance 2δ and eigenaxis orientation θa measured
at 633 and 638 nm, in the fiber whose conditioning is shown in Fig. 2.

λ1 ¼ 633 nm λ2 ¼ 638 nm

2δ 2δ1 ¼ 98.1 deg 2δ2 ¼ 101.1 deg

θ θa1 ¼ 107.9 deg θa2 ¼ 107.5 deg
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;63;547ME2 ¼ Rð−θb2ÞMS2Rðθb2Þ
¼ D−1ðδ1ÞR−1ðθa1ÞM2R−1ð−θa1ÞD−1ðδ1Þ: (12)

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Polarimetric Characterization of Calibrated
Optical Components

To validate the proposed method, Mueller matrices of various
calibrated components, such as waveplates, a tunable linear
retarder [Babinet-Soleil compensator (BSC)], and a tilted glass
plate behaving like a linear diattenuator, have been measured.
The polarimetric characteristics of these components were
extracted, and maximal discrepancies with nominal values were
found to be 1.7 deg for the linear retardance, 1 deg for eigenaxis
relative orientations, and 0.02 for the diattenuation, whatever the
considered component.

To increase the optical complexity of the sample, combina-
tions of these components have also been measured. As an
example, we considered an arrangement of a fixed tilted
glass plate (tilt angle ¼ 60 deg) followed by a BSC, their eige-
naxes being, respectively, oriented at 0 and 45 deg in the lab
frame [Fig. 4(a)]. The simulated and measured polarimetric
characteristics of this combination of components, measured
in double pass, are displayed in Fig. 4(b). This arrangement
exhibits at the same time linear retardance, linear diattenuation,
and circular diattenuation, the latter two being related to the
value of the linear retardance. Retardance of the BSC was
tuned from 0 to 180 deg, and experimental polarimetric charac-
teristics of the arrangement were extracted from measured ME2

matrices, using the polar decomposition method in whichME2 is
decomposed as follows:21

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;63;197ME2 ¼ MΔ:MR:MD; (13)

whereMΔ,MR, andMD are Mueller matrices of a depolarizer, a
retarder, and a diattenuator, respectively.

These measured characteristics were in excellent agreement
with simulated ones, whatever the retardance of the BSC.

Fig. 3 Differences between polarimetric parameters of the fiber at λ1 and at λ2, measured along time
when the fiber is vibrated at 3 Hz. Considered parameters are (a) the linear retardance 2δ of this
fiber in double pass and (b) the orientations θa of the eigenaxis at the proximal end of the fiber.

Fig. 4 (a) Schematic representation of a combination of components
to be characterized at the output of the fiber (sample), consisting of a
fixed tilted glass plate (tilt angle ¼ 60 deg) followed by a tunable
Babinet-Soleil compensator. The eigenaxes orientations of the
plate and of the Babinet-Soleil compensator are, respectively, 0
and 45 deg in the lab frame. (b) Polarimetric characteristics of this
arrangement measured in double pass. LR, linear retardance; LD, lin-
ear diattenuation; CD, circular diattenuation.
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3.2 Polarimetric Images of Biological Samples

3.2.1 Image of a human colon sample by the proposed
two-wavelength differential technique

Biological specimens were imaged with the setup depicted in
Fig. 1 by means of a very simple scanning device. A 4× micro-
scope objective was positioned after the distal dichroic filter in
order to focus light on the sample to be imaged. The sample was
moved across the focal plane of the objective by means of
motorized XY stages (Thorlabs MT3-Z8). In the following,
we discuss the images of a healthy human colon sample pro-
vided by the Institut Mutualiste Montsouris (Paris). The tissue
of colon was fixed in formalin for 24 h and embedded in par-
affin. A 30 μm thick slide was cut on a plane orthogonal to the
axis of the colon tube and deposited, without standard staining,
on an aluminum coated glass plate with 98% of reflectivity. An
intensimetric image of the transversal section of colon is shown
in Fig. 5. Three different layers are visible: the mucosa (M),
mainly composed of epithelial cells and a loose network of col-
lagen fibers, the submucosa (SM), almost entirely made of a
dense network of collagen fibers, and the muscular tissue (MT),
composed of elongated and well-organized muscular fibers. A
coverslip has been used to keep the native sample structure. The
glass material has been chosen for this coverslip to avoid bire-
fringence effects induced by standard plastic films.

For a biological sample with the considered thickness, the
depolarization induced by light scattering in all the previously
described layers is negligible. However, a strong birefringence
effect has been observed on the muscular tissue and appears neg-
ligible elsewhere. Figures 6(b) and 6(c), respectively, show
images of linear retardance and of its relative orientation in this
region. They are determined by means of the polar decomposi-
tion of the measured Mueller matrices.21 The processing time of
these images (75 × 115 pixels) was ∼0.14 ms∕pixel, i.e., 1.2 s.
The significant measured linear retardance is due to well-organ-
ized fibers at the macroscopic scale, as confirmed by the con-
tinuous orientation of the linear retardance eigenaxes shown in
Fig. 6(c). A reduced area from the muscular tissue region is
identified by the white dashed boundaries in Fig. 6(c). A histo-
gram of the pixels corresponding to the eigenaxes orientations in
this area is plotted in Fig. 6(d). Well-defined orientation of the
muscular fibers in this area, which can be noticed in Fig. 6(c), is

confirmed by the narrow shape of this histogram, with a peak
value of ∼55 deg and FWHM of ∼10 deg. Then, the sample
was rotated by 20 deg and the linear retardance and its eigenaxes
orientations were measured again [Figs. 6(g) and 6(h)]. As
expected, the obtained retardance is unchanged over the entire
sample whereas a shift of 20 deg of the eigenaxes orientation is
observed between Figs. 6(c) and 6(h). The histogram of these
orientations in the rotated delineated area is displayed in
Fig. 6(i). As can be anticipated, it exhibits a shape close to
that of the previous one, with a peak value shifted by 20 deg
(peak value ∼35 deg). A slight discrepancy between the two
histogram shapes is due to a small difference in the definition
of the area boundaries in the two cases. In muscular region
(fibrillar tissue), slight linear diattenuation was measured
(∼0.09) and its eigenaxes orientation was found to be very close
to that of the linear retardance.

For comparison, the Mueller matrix of this sample has been
measured by means of other Mueller polarimeters as discussed
in Sec. 3.2.2. We first compared the previously discussed polari-
metric images with those obtained by the setup described in
Ref. 17. Then, we compared these images with the polarimetric
images acquired by a standard free space Mueller microscope in
backscattering configuration.

3.2.2 Polarimetric images performed by an endoscopic
Mueller polarimeter working with the microswitch-
able mirror

We imaged the sample by means of the endoscopic Mueller
polarimeter based on differential measurement at a single
wavelength (λ ¼ 638 nm) thanks to the use of a MSM at the
distal end of the fiber.17 Images of linear retardance and of its
eigenaxes orientations obtained with this setup are shown in
Figs. 6(f) and 6(e), respectively. These images are very similar
to the corresponding images obtained with the two-wavelength
method, displayed in Figs. 6(g) and 6(h). Let us note that,
because orientations measured with our devices are only relative
information, an offset had to be applied to the orientations mea-
sured for Fig. 6(e), in order to fit with Fig. 6(h). The good agree-
ment between the images provided by the two setups confirms
the reliability of the technique proposed in this paper.

3.2.3 Polarimetric images performed by a free space
Mueller microscope

A Mueller microscope in backscattering configuration has been
used for polarimetric analysis of some regions of the biological
sample [Fig. 7(a)]. This microscope, designed and installed at
PICM laboratory, can operate in real and Fourier space as dis-
cussed in more detail in Ref. 22. The real space configuration
shown in Fig. 7(b) has been used for the experiments performed
in this study. A halogen lamp (S) is imaged on the sample with a
telescopic system of two lenses, L1 and L2, placed in the illu-
mination arm, and coupled to a 5× objective. The same objec-
tive, coupled with a second telescopic system of two lenses L3
and L4 in detection arm, is used to image the sample on a CCD
camera (Hamamatsu ORCA II BT, resolution 512 × 512 pixels)
cooled at −55°C. The lateral size of the image is ∼2 mm. The
PSG and the PSA are also based on ferroelectric liquid crystal
retarders, as the ones used in the setup of Fig. 1. The spectral
width of the halogen lamp was filtered with a band-pass filter
(20 nm FMHW) centered at 633 nm. The sample is placed on an
automatic sample-holder allowing a precise movement in all

Fig. 5 Image of a 30 μm thick human colon sample. M, mucosa; SM,
submucosa; MT, muscular tissue.
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Fig. 6 (a) Muscular tissue region in the sample depicted in Fig. 5; polarimetric images of this region with
the proposed technique: (b) linear retardance, (c) orientation of the linear retardance eigenaxes, (d) histo-
gram of these orientations (scale bars ¼ 2 deg), analogous images for the sample rotated by 20 deg,
(g) linear retardance, (h) orientation of the linear retardance eigenaxes, (i) histogram of these orientations
(scale bars ¼ 2 deg); polarimetric images of this region with the endoscopic polarimeter reported in
Ref. 17: (f) linear retardance, (e) orientations of the linear retardance eigenaxes; (images size:
3.8 mm × 5.7 mm, 75 × 115 pixels, resolution: 50 μm, acquisition time for one image: 5 min).

Fig. 7 Comparison between the linear retardance measured by using the proposed endoscopic setup
with the linear retardance obtained by a Mueller free space microscope on two different zones of the
muscular tissue of colon sample. (a) Linear retardance measured with the endoscopic setup: the mag-
nifications of two regions of interest [(a1) and (a2)] where the microscopic polarimetric measurements
[(b1) and (b2)] have been performed. In (b), the experimental scheme of the Mueller polarimetric micro-
scope working in backscattering configuration is shown. Sizes of images (a1), (a2), (b1), and (b2):
2 mm × 2 mm [(a1) and (a2): 40 × 40 pixels; (b1) and (b2): 300 × 300 pixels]; acquisition time for
(a1) and (a2): 52 s; acquisition time for (b1) and (b2): <1 s.
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directions. Axial adjustment is used to place it in the focal plane
of the objective. The lateral adjustment is used to explore differ-
ent zones of the sample. The 16 required measurements, corre-
sponding to the four different input and output polarization
states of PSG and PSA, are acquired to measure the Mueller
matrix of the sample for each pixel of the image within a
few seconds. Experimental polarimetric characteristics of each
pixel were extracted from the measured Mueller matrix, by
means of polar decomposition.21

Images of linear retardance in zones 1 and 2 of Fig. 7(a),
achieved by means of the Mueller microscope, are displayed
in Fig. 7(b1) and 7(b2), respectively. Corresponding images
with the two-wavelength differential technique are shown in
Figs. 7(a1) and 7(a2). Strong pixelization can be observed in
these last images as they are obtained by zooming in the selected
zones (white dashed lines) on the larger image of Fig. 7(a),
which has been realized with a low resolution (50 μm). Obvious
similarity between the images realized by the two techniques, in
each zone, can be noticed. For better comparison, the mean
value and standard deviation of the retardance were calculated
for each zone, from measurements achieved by both techniques.
The results are reported in Table 2. In zone 1, the similarity
between both mean retardance and standard deviation measured
by the two techniques is particularly satisfactory, as the discrep-
ancy between the mean values of retardance is only 0.4 deg,
whereas it is <1.5 deg concerning the standard deviation.
The mean retardance is found to be significantly higher in
zone 2 (∼36 deg instead of ∼20 deg measured in zone 1), but
the results obtained with the two techniques remain in very good
agreement (discrepancy ∼1.1 deg). A more significant differ-
ence is noticed concerning the standard deviation (∼6 deg).
This can be attributed to the fact that the delimitation of
zone 2 in Figs. 7(a2) and 7(b2) is not exactly the same. In addi-
tion, due to the low resolution of images provided by the scan-
ning device of our endoscopic polarimeter (50 μm), the number
of pixels constituting zone 2 in Fig. 7(a2) is critically small
(∼340 pixels) compared to those (∼55 × 103 pixels) contained
in zone 2 of the image achieved by Mueller microscope shown
in Fig. 7(b2).

4 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel technique allowing full
Mueller matrix measurements through a 2 m long single-mode
optical fiber, based on a two-wavelength differential technique.
The first wavelength is used to characterize the fiber, while the
second wavelength is used for characterizing the assembly of
fiber plus sample. By means of a suitable mathematical treat-
ment, the Mueller matrix of the sample is extracted. For a
proof of principle, different sets of calibrated optical compo-
nents were characterized. Combined polarimetric effects, such
as linear retardance, linear and circular diattenuation, were

measured with high accuracy, the highest discrepancy between
our measurements and the nominal values being ∼1.7 deg
(0.4%) for linear retardance and 0.02 (2%) for linear diattenua-
tion. Furthermore, relative orientation of linear retardance eige-
naxis was also measured with this method.

After getting satisfactory results from the calibrated samples,
the proposed technique has been tested on a specimen of human
colon. The measured Mueller matrix image of this sample is
very similar to that obtained with a previously demonstrated
technique involving an MSM at the distal end of the fiber.
One of the key advantages of the proposed technique compared
to the previous one is that it does not require any moving part,
making it suitable for integration in a miniaturized scanning
probe for in vivo in situ applications. Another advantage is
that the two necessary measurements are achieved simultane-
ously, instead of successively in the previous one, leading to
reduced measuring time.

Other measurements on selected regions of this sample have
also been performed with a free space Mueller microscope. In
each region, the mean value and the standard deviation of the
pixels showing the linear retardance are in very good agreement
with those calculated from the image measured with the endo-
scopic Mueller polarimeter. This agreement between measure-
ments taken with independent systems confirms that the optical
effects induced by the fiber are well taken into account and they
do not introduce noticeable systematic errors (drifts) in the mea-
sured values.

The results presented and discussed in this study constitute a
crucial step toward the realization of a fully functional and prac-
tical flexible Mueller polarimetric endoscope for in vivo in situ
medical diagnosis. The next step will be devoted to addressing
the issue of the measurement time of the Mueller matrices,
which remains far too long in the view of operational implemen-
tation of the method (32 ms for a single pixel). This measure-
ment time is due to the fact that, in the current configuration of
the device, we perform 10 data acquisitions at 5 kHz (200 μs)
for each combination of PSG and PSA. For data processing, we
must take into account the response time of the ferroelectric
crystals composing the PSG and PSA used to modulate the
polarization of light, which is of ∼800 μs.23 Thus, the first
and last two acquisitions are dropped as they occur during the
switching time of crystals and the six remaining ones are aver-
aged. Finally, the 16 successive measurements for the 16 com-
binations of PSG and PSA require 16 × ð10 × 200 μsÞ ¼ 32 ms.
To reduce the measurement time, liquid crystal cells should be
replaced by faster devices. The modulation may be performed
with a fast electro-optic24 or photo-elastic modulator,25 at the
price of increased complexity in instrumentation and signal
processing. Polarimeters based on photo-elastic modulators
have recently shown the ability to perform Mueller matrix in
the millisecond range,26 i.e., an improvement by a factor of

Table 2 Mean value and standard deviation of the retardance in zones 1 and 2, from measurements performed with the proposed endoscopic
technique and with the free space Mueller microscope.

Endoscopic polarimeter Mueller microscope

Mean value Standard deviation Mean value Standard deviation

Zone 1 19.8 deg 8.1 deg 19.4 deg 6.7 deg

Zone 2 36.1 deg 20.7 deg 35.0 deg 14.5 deg
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30 compared to our device. However, this improvement is not
sufficient. Furthermore, characterizing the sample with a stop at
each pixel is time-consuming for the scanning device. Thus, a
more effective strategy should be considered for data acquisi-
tion. For a given combination of PSG and PSA settings, the sam-
ple should be scanned at high speed and data for each pixel of
the image should be registered. Then, the PSG and/or PSA
should be tuned to their next settings after each scan so that
all the required data should be registered after 16 successive
scans. For example, a quick resonant repeatable microscanner
similar to that reported in Ref. 27 could be used. Frame rates
higher than 1 image∕s should be reasonably reached with
such existing devices. Another solution involving a fiber bundle
and scanning at the proximal side should also be considered.28,29

However, this solution seems technically difficult to implement
because several drastic conditions must be fulfilled, such as (1)
draconian spatial filtering of light from the excited fiber only,
prior to the detection and (2) for each fiber of the bundle,
same excitation efficiency along the 16 successive scans.

Another way for improving polarimetric characterization of
tissues should be to achieve simultaneous measurements in dif-
ferent ranges of wavelengths (green and red typically), as the
penetration depth of light into the tissue significantly depends
on the wavelength.6,11 For this, pairs of close wavelengths
should be used and highly selective wavelength filters should
be implemented both at the proximal side and at the distal
side of the fiber. The most critical issue consists in separating
wavelengths of each pair at the distal side since the filters should
be included in the microscanner. A solution should be the use of
fiber Bragg gratings photowritten at the distal end of the fiber,
each reflecting one wavelength of one pair. Due to their isotropic
structure, such components should be insensitive to the incident
polarization. This point is currently under investigation in our
laboratory.
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